"There's no such animal," he cried!

My friend and I were picking the ponies one day when I started telling him about a sure thing I heard about.

"You say it pays four bucks for every three?" he asked.

"Yep," I replied.

"And can't lose? It automatically wins? Must be illegal!"

"Not a bit," I replied. "In fact, the government very much approves..."

"Our government approves of a horse who can't lose..."

"Who said anything about a horse?" I asked.

"So what else could it be but a horse...?"

"It not only could be—but is—U.S. Savings Bonds," was my prompt reply. "The surest thing running on any track today.

"For every three dollars you invest in U.S. Savings Bonds you get four dollars back after only ten years. And if you're a member of the Payroll Savings Plan—which means you buy bonds automatically from your paycheck—that can amount to an awful lot of money when you're not looking. Hey, what are you doing?"

"Tearing up my racing form! The horse I'm betting on from now on is U.S. Savings Bonds."

Automatic saving is sure saving—U.S. Savings Bonds
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The Case of the Beckoning Mummy

WELL, MY DARLING FIANCÉE, HOW DO YOU LIKE EGYPT? YOU WON'T FIND ANY MORE COLORFUL SPOT THAN THE MARKET PLACE OF CAIRO!

IT'S WONDERFUL, DAMON... EVEN BETTER THAN YOU DESCRIBED! OH! LOOK AT THAT SIGN! LET'S GO IN AND HAVE OUR FORTUNES TOLD!


MY GOODNESS! THEY COULD CERTAINLY USE SOME LIGHT IN HERE!

WELCOME TO MY HUMBLE QUARTERS!

THE LADY FIRST, EFFENDI! I SEE A HAPPY AND FRUITFUL LIFE FOLLOWING A SEVERE SHOCK AND SUDDEN LOSS OF A DEAR ONE!

WHO--WHO WILL IT BE?
OF THIS I CANNOT SPEAK.
DEAR LADY! I CAN TELL NO MORE. NOW, IF THE GENTLEMAN WILL BE SEATED, I SHALL PROCEED!

THE OLD FORTUNE TELLER BECAME GRAVE AS HE PEERED INTO THE TRANSPARENT SPHERE...
YOU HAVE COME TO EGYPT ON A MISSION OF EVII... AND UNLESS YOU ABANDON THIS MISSION, IT WILL RESULT IN A HORIZIFYING DEATH!
WHAT? WHY, THAT'S RIDICULOUS!

I'M AN ARCHEOLOGIST! I'VE COME TO EGYPT FOR THE PURPOSE OF UN- EARTHING THE TOMB OF KING KALI-DANN WHO DIED 8000 YEARS AGO. WHAT HARM CAN THERE BE IN THAT?
WAIT! THAT RING! WHERE DID YOU GET IT?

IT WAS TAKEN FROM THE TOMB OF THE SON OF KALI-DANN ALMOST TEN YEARS AGO. LEGEND HAS IT THAT KALI-DANN GAVE IT TO HIS SON FOR GOOD FORTUNE WHEN HE WOULD SUCCEED TO THE THRONE. WHY DO YOU ASK ABOUT IT?
I CANNOT TELL, AND NOW YOU MUST GO.

I'M WORRIED, DAMON. THAT OLD MAN DIDN'T SOUND LIKE HE WAS JUST MAKING IT UP!
OH, BOSH, KAREN! WHAT HARM COULD AN 8000 YEAR OLD RING POSSIBLY DO?

BACK AT THEIR HOTEL...
I STILL CAN'T SHAKE OFF A STRANGE FEELING OF FOREBODING!
YOU'RE TIRED. BETTER GET A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP! WE'VE A LOT OF WORK TOMORROW!

LATER, AFTER HE HAD CALLED ASLEEP, A STRANGE PHENOMENON TOOK PLACE IN DAMON KNIGHT'S ROOM. AS THE ANCIENT RING TOOK ON A PHOSPHORESCENT GLOW...
... AWAKEN, DR. DAMON KNIGHT... AWAKEN AND HEED MY WARNING!

WHO'S THERE? WHO ARE YOU?

I'VE COME TO WARN YOU ONCE MORE, DR. KNIGHT. YOU MUST NOT DESECRATE THE TOMB OF KALI-DANN... FOR THE PENALTY IS DEATH!

YOU! THE FORTUNE TELLER! THE RING! WHAT IS THE RING TO YOU?

THE RING WAS ONCE MINE! I GAVE IT TO MY SON! BUT NOW I MUST LEAVE! I FEEL THE PRESENCE OF AN INTRUDER!

HIS SON! BUT THAT WOULD MAKE HIM THE SPIRIT OF KALI-DANN... BUT HE'S THE FORTUNE TELLER!

IN JUST AS WEIRD A MANNER AS IT APPEARED, THE APPARITION SUDDENLY TOOK FLIGHT...

DAMON! ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? I HEARD VOICES!

OF COURSE I'M ALL RIGHT, KAREN. I JUST HAD A FUNNY DREAM. MUST'VE BEEN TALKING IN MY SLEEP.

BUT I HEARD TWO VOICES... NOT JUST YOURS ALONE! DAMON! WHAT'S THAT ON THE FLOOR?

MUMMY WRAPPINGS! I DON'T UNDERSTAND IT! HOW...?

DAMON! I'M FRIGHTENED! WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
I DON'T KNOW WHAT IT MEANS, DEAR... BUT YOU'LL BETTER GO BACK TO YOUR ROOM AND GET SOME SLEEP. WE'RE HEADING FOR THE INTERIOR EARLY TOMORROW MORNING, AND THERE'S SOMEONE I MUST SEE BEFORE WE LEAVE.

RISING EARLY, DAMON VISITED THE MARKET PLACE AGAIN... I'VE GOT TO KNOW WHAT'S BEHIND ALL THIS, AND ONLY THAT FORTUNE TELLER CAN TELL ME. THERE'S HIS TENT... BUT... THAT'S FUNNY! IT'S ALL CHANGED!

BUT I KNOW OF NO FORTUNE TELLER, EFFENDI. I HAVE OCCUPIED THIS SHOP FOR MANY YEARS AS MY FATHER DID BEFORE ME. PERHAPS I CAN INTEREST YOU IN SOME SHAWLS.

HE COULDN'T HAVE BEEN JUST A FIGMENT OF MY IMAGINATION! KAREN WAS WITH ME. SHE SAW HIM, TOO! AND WHAT OF MY DREAM LAST NIGHT? OR WAS IT A DREAM?

LATE THAT AFTERNOON, MANY MILES IN THE INTERIOR...

DAEMON! STOP UNLOADING! A BIG SANDSTORM IS BLOWING UP! GET EVERYONE INTO THE TENTS!

RIGHT, DR. DEMBROW!

IN A FEW MOMENTS, ALL THE MEMBERS OF THE EXPEDITION WERE SAFELY IN DAMON'S TENT...

LOOK THERE! ONE OF THE MOORINGS MUST'VE COME LOOSE!

I'D BETTER GET OUT THERE AND FIX IT BEFORE THE WHOLE TENT BLOWS AWAY!

HANG IT! I CAN HARDLY SEE WHAT I'M DOING IN THIS SWIRLING SAND... WHA...? DR. KNIGHT... THIS IS MY LAST WARNING! YOU MUST LEAVE THIS PLACE!
I don't know who or what you are, but I'm not leaving!

You must not desecrate the tomb of Kali-Dahn! Your fate lies in your decision... you have been warned! Now I go!

The storm has died down. Let's finish unloading. We start digging tomorrow morning!

Fine! If my calculations are correct, the tomb is under that large dune... and we should reach the entrance by tomorrow afternoon!

But early the next morning, as Damon finished dressing...

That's strange! I left my ring right here last night, and now it's gone! Must've been one of those thieving natives! Oh, well, good riddance to the ring and that blasted image!

Beneath a broiling Egyptian sun, the hired natives dug laboriously for hours. Then, that afternoon...

Damon! The entrance! We've found it! Dr. Dembrow is deciphering the hieroglyphics now!

Wonderful! I'll be right there!

Can you translate it, Dr. Dembrow?

A detailed exact translation will take several hours, but I can give you a rough idea. It starts with the usual curse of death to the desecrators of the tomb... and goes on to tell the story of Kali-Dahn.

"Kali-Dahn was a king of unusual capacities and wisdom. Under his rule, Egypt experienced an era of great wealth and prosperity. At 60, his court physicians gave him a short time to live, but he disproved their theories and outlived all of them."

"When Kali-Dahn died at the amazing age of 133, he received one of the most fabulous funerals ever bestowed on an Egyptian ruler. His superstitious followers believed that, since he'd lived a double lifetime, another life would have to be forfeit, in order to appease the gods from whom he took this time!"
WHY...IT'S MY MISSING RING! BUT HOW...? THAT DOOR HASN'T BEEN OPENED IN 8,000 YEARS!

That night, as Damon slept fitfully, the Phantasm of the Ring appeared once more...

Who's there? Oh, it's you! If you've come to warn me again...

Arise, Dr. Knight! If you would see Kali: Dahn's sarcophagus in the inner chamber of the tomb, arise and come with me now!

As if drawn by a magnet, Damon could not keep himself from following the persuasive apparition...

Enter, desecrator of the tomb... enter, if you dare!

That door—sealed for 8,000 years—yet it just opened by itself!

But as Damon entered the forbidden chamber, he was horrified to see a change occur in the apparition.

Oh! What do you want? Get away!
THE DOOR! IT'S LOCKED! STAY AWAY! STAY AWAY FROM ME! AAAAAAAAAAA!

AND OUTSIDE...

DR. DEMBROW! I HEARD A HORRIBLE SCREAM! WHAT WAS IT?

PROBABLY JUST ONE OF THOSE SUPERSTITIOUS NATIVES. GOOD THING IT DIDN'T WAKE DAMON! HE NEEDS REST. GO BACK TO BED AND FORGET IT!

THE NEXT MORNING...

DR. DEMBROW! I CAN'T FIND DAMON! HE'S NOT IN HIS TENT!

STRANGE! PERHAPS HE'S ALREADY ENTERED THE TOMB ALONE. LET'S GO SEE!

WELL, DAMON'S NOT IN HERE. THE SEALINGS ON THIS DOOR ARE INTACT AND HAVEN'T BEEN DISTURBED IN 8,000 YEARS!

I'M SO WORRIED, DR. DEMBROW. WHERE COULD HE BE?

AFTER MUCH CHIPPING AND CHISELING THE SEALINGS WERE BROKEN AND THE PARTY ENTERED THE FOZ-BEEN INNER CHAMBER...

NOTICE, KAREN, HOW THE COOL DAMPNESS HAS KEPT THE SEALINGS UNCHANGED FOR 8,000 YEARS...

I KNOW THIS FLASH-LIGHT... IT'S DAMON'S! BUT IT COULDN'T BE! THAT DOOR WAS SEALED!

AFTER SEVERAL AGONIZING MINUTES, DEMBROW FINALLY Pried THE LID OFF THE SARCOPHAGUS, AND...

EEEEEE! GREAT SCOTT! IT'S DAMON!

 THESE ARE THE FACTS! THE CURSE OF KALI-DANN HAD BEEN FULFILLED! RIDICULOUS, YOU SAY MAYBE... BUT WHO IS THERE TO DETERMINE?

THE END
I wish you two wouldn't go canoeing this time of night!

It's more romantic than ever after that legend you told us, Uncle Ben!

We may laugh at the thought of ghosts, that's what the young Smiths, who were spending their honeymoon in Massachusetts, did. They laughed when they heard the "ghost story" of Pontoonisuc Lake, an Indian name meaning "place of winter deer."

The legend says that an Indian brave, while paddling across the lake to meet his sweetheart, was slain by a jealous suitor! The distracted maiden plunged herself into the lake, following her lover to his watery grave! Even today, it is said, a spectral canoe with a shadowy paddler is sometimes seen to glide over the lake at midnight. It is the frenzied lover searching for, but never finding, the drowned form of his betrothed.

The young couple made it safely to shore...

Suddenly there was a crash and their canoe capsized! Jack held onto his wife and they both clung to the overturned canoe! The lake was suddenly quiet and peaceful, with no sign of the spectre!

DID IT HAPPEN or had Uncle Ben's story affected the honeymooners' imaginations more than they had realized? You'll have to ask the Smiths or go to Lake Pontoonisuc yourself and find out!
JOHNNY PIERCE, OWNER AND OPERATOR OF THE ONLY PASSENGER-PLANE SERVICE IN SANTA ROSA, HONDURAS, WENT SUDDENLY OUT OF BUSINESS WHEN HIS PLANE BURST INTO FLAMES HIGH ABOVE THE WILDERNESS OF THE HONDURAS INTERIOR! HE CRASH-LANDED IN A LAKE. HIS PASSENGERS, A PORTUGUESE NOBLEMAN, AND AN AMERICAN SCHOOL-TEACHER, WOULD BE A LONG TIME REACHING THEIR DESTINATIONS NOW, IF EVER... 

BY JUPITER! YOU'LL PAY FOR THIS, YOU INCOMPETENT YOUNG POOL! WHERE ARE WE, ANYWAY?

RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE. YOU MIGHT AS WELL RELAX, COUNT VACRINI, OLD BOY—THE WORST IS YET TO COME!

FORTUNATELY FOR ELIZABETH BROWN AND COUNT VACRINI, THEIR PLOT WAS FAMILIAR WITH THE FLORA AND FAUNA OF THE REGION. HE PROVIDED EDIBLE FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, AND EVEN CHINCHONA BARK TO PREVENT MALARIA. BUT COULD THEY SURVIVE THE DANGERS THAT LURKED EVERYWHERE IN THE JUNGLE? THE VENOMOUS SERPENTS... THE MAN-EATING JAGUARS?

AFTER THREE DAYS OF TORTUOUS TRAVEL, THEY STUMBLED ON THE RUINS OF AN ANCIENT MAYAN CITY—AND A TRIBE OF INDIANS!

PUT THE ARTILLERY AWAY, FELLOWS. WE WANT TO BE FRIENDS. AMIGOS, WE CAN'T ANY OF YOU GUYS SPEAK ENGLISH, OR SPANISH? ME SPEAK. ME GO STAY IN VILLAGE. YOU COME SEE CHIEF. ME SAY WHAT I WANT.
TALK ABOUT LUCK! NOT ONLY ARE WE ROOM-AND-BOARDED LIKE VISITING ROYALTY, BUT THE CHIEF'S EVEN FURNISHING US WITH A MAN TO SEE US BACK TO CIVILIZATION!

SOMETHING'S BAAH! MORE LIKELY THAT HEATHEN WITCH-DOCTOR CHIEF IS MERELY FATTENING US FOR THE KILL!

LATER, IN THE SLEEPING QUARTERS ASSIGNED TO THEM...

THIS IS A WEIRD PLACE.
IF I WEREN'T SO TIRED, I'D BE FRIGHTENED!

GO TO SLEEP, ELIZABETH. THERE'S NOTHING TO BE AFRAID OF NOW. HOW ABOUT YOU DOING THE SAME. COUNT THOSE WHISTLES GETTING ON MY NERVES.

IT WOULD REQUIRE A SIMULTANEOUS ATTACK BY A GREAT NUMBER OF THOSE LITTLE BATS TO KILL ANYONE.

TALKING ABOUT VAMPIRES, THERE'S A FAMILY LEGEND THAT SOME OF MY ANCESTORS TURNED INTO VAMPIRES.

I DON'T BELIEVE IT OF COURSE! BUT YET, WITCHCRAFT HAS LONG BEEN A HOBBY OF MINE, AND WHEN ONE LEARNS HOW EFFECTIVE BLACK MAGIC CAN BE...

SHUT UP! CAN'T YOU SEE HOW FRIGHTENED THE GIRL IS? CUT OUT THAT KIND OF TALK!
HA! LOOK! I'VE CARVED AN EFFEY, I AM IN POSSESSION OF STRANDS OF HAIR I SECRETLY REMOVED FROM THE WITCH-DOCTOR CHIEF! NOW WATCH...

THE HAIR IS ATTACHED. THE WOUND IS INFECTED. COBBA-COBBA MONGO-ZENGO ABBA-ZAN! IT IS DONE! YOU CAN SCOFF, BUT IN THE MORNING YOU'RE GOING TO FIND THAT OUR WITCH-DOCTOR HAS RECEIVED A DOSE OF HIS OWN MEDICINE—HIS LEFT LEG WILL BE LAME!

THIS WILL SHUT YOU UP AND PUT YOU TO SLEEP!

WHACK!

THE NEXT MORNING...

LUCKY TO ESCAPE THE IRRATE INDIANS ALIVE, THE TRIO PLUNGED INTO THE HOSTILE WILDERNESS, ON THEIR OWN AGAIN...

ALLO BEEO LOA MONGO. WALLA DOA LULUMWANGO!

CHIEF SAY ONE YOU MAKE HEX ON HE. CHIEF SAY HE MAKE MAGIC FIND OUT WHO. YOU GO AWAY. HE WHO MAKE HEX DIE.

HA! I DARE SAY, PIERCE, YOU WONT SCOFF AT BLACK MAGIC AGAIN!

HA! I DARE SAY, PIERCE, YOU WONT SCOFF AT BLACK MAGIC AGAIN!

IF WE EVER GET BACK TO CIVILIZATION, COUNT VACRINI, I'M GOING TO CELEBRATE BY BEATING YOU TO A PULP!

I SUGGEST YOU BE MORE CAREFUL, MR. PIERCE. I MIGHT MAKE YOU THE NEXT VICTIM OF MY WITCHCRAFT!

NIGHT FELL, AND THE THREE SLEPT. THEN, AT MIDNIGHT, A STRANGE AND HORRIBLE THING CROPT ON THE CAMP...

THE THING MOVED IN SILENCE, BUT ELIZABETH AWOKE AND SAW IT, WARNED BY SOME SENSE APART FROM SOUND OR SMELL...

OH! JOHNNY! HELP!
I'll drink your blood after I've drained her! It's as futile to flee as it is to resist! I am invincible!

Johnny returned to the attack, armed now with a prickly branch he'd plucked from the lean-to...

Stop! That branch! Take it away! I can't stand it!

That accursed plant! You've won our first encounter, but I'll get you!

That vampire bears an amazing resemblance to Count Vacrini! I wonder...

Count Vacrini isn't here! There's blood on the ground, and footprints! Perhaps the chief found out who hexed him and sent his Indians to kill Vacrini!

This branch saved our lives, Elizabeth! It must be some sort of wolfsbane - the plant that's supposed to scare off vampires. From now on we keep a supply of this with us!

A few minutes later, at the Indian village...

Ah, little brother, there's nothing more delicious than the taste of fresh, warm blood. Is there?
FRESH WARM BLOOD!

AWOMBA!!
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THE INDIANS FOUND JOHNNY PIERCE AND ELIZABETH BROWN IN A MATTER OF HOURS. BUT THE PAIR WAS MORE DEAD THAN ALIVE...

WE HAVE SOME STRANGE DISEASE, SAPPING AWAY YOUR STRENGTH. I CAN'T GO ON...

YOU WEAR POISON PLANT! TAKE PLANT OFF!

WHY NOT IN THE SAME CAVE? WHAT COULD BE A MORE SUITABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR A VAMPIRE THAN AMONG HIS FELLOW CREATURES? LET'S GO SEE!

CHIEF SAY LITTLE VAMPIRE LIVE IN CAVE, BUT NOT WHERE BIG VAMPIRE LIVE!

AMMO MEOLO UMBO WANKO LA OBO!

CHIEF SAY HE MAKE YOU WELL. NOW YOU TELL HE HOW MAKE BIG MAGIC KILL MAN-BAT!

THE PLANT FRIGHTENED THE VAMPIRE AWAY, BUT THAT'S NOT MUCH HELP IF THE PLANT IS POISONOUS. TO DESTROY A VAMPIRE YOU'VE GOT TO FIND OUT WHERE HE LIVES!

LATER, THAT AFTERNOON...

OR A BAT! THE WHITE WITCH DOCTOR TURNED INTO A VAMPIRE TO WREAK VENGEANCE UPON US! I AM HELPLESS AGAINST SUCH GREAT MAGIC!

GO! BRING BACK THE WHITE MAN AND GIRL IF THEY ARE STILL ALIVE! IF THEY CANNOT HELP US, WE ARE DOOMED!

WE DID AS YOU ORDERED, O CHIEF, AND DUG UP THE GRAVE OF THE WHITE MAN WE KILLED. BUT THE BODY WAS GONE! FOOTPRINTS SHOW IT DID NOT WALK AWAY. IT MUST HAVE RISEN FROM THE EARTH LIKE A BIRD... *

* TRANSLATED FROM NATIVE DIALECT
The chief accepts the suggestion, and after an hour's travel they arrived at the cave of the vampire bats...

If he's in here, he's probably not very far from the entrance. Look at all those bats! Must be thousands of them!

The chief says what do now? Me know what do... run!

Eeeeee!

Manala Lombo! Mum cola una loa Lombo?

Chief say no run, must kill vampire or vampire kill us! Chief say white man speak now. Tell how kill vampire with belly shollen with our blood?

Chieftain data. I'm glad that vamipere did run in my family.

The sun's going down! Tell the men they've got to work faster! It'll be dark soon!

A little later. The silence of the cave was broken by the fluttering of tiny wings. Hungry bats awakened to hunt through the night for blood.

Johnny Pierce instructed the Indians to block the cave opening. They worked feverishly to erect a barrier.

Ah-h-h... I'm glad that vampires did run in my family.

Wha...? They've sealed the entrance! I'll soon have it open again! I have the power and strength of evil in my body!

Hmm... The vampire's belly was bloated... and if it was with blood, maybe that's how he can be destroyed!
As the vampire struggled to breach the stones and branches sealing the cave entrance, his skin was ripped in many places and a small flow of blood began to trickle out...

Fools! Do they think they can keep me from my victims?

And as the vicious little bats scented the flowing blood, they reacted as creatures suddenly demented...

Tell them they've got to hold! If he gets out, we're lost!

Loa weel! Loa weel!

... and before the vampire could dislodge the barrier, he found himself suddenly attacked by hundreds of the hungry bats!

ARGHHH! GET OFF, YOU LITTLE FIENDS! OHHHHH!

For a long moment horrifying screams rent the air, and then all was suddenly silent...

What happened inside cave?

Just what I figured might happen! All those trapped hungry little bats turned on the nearest source of blood — the vampire!

A little later...

This solves the vampire problem! Tell your chief that if he wants to make one hundred percent sure to have this thing dissected into a thousand pieces and bury each piece in a different spot.

I'm a lucky guy! Not only do I have an airline again, but a beautiful hostess to go with it!

The grateful Indians escorted Johnny and Elizabeth back to Santa Rosa, where they got married and started a plane transportation business together...

Johnny's Vampire Airlines

The End
There is a belief among the village people of Yorkshire, England, that the soul always returns to the body once in twenty-four hours until after the funeral and burial of the body. One evening after a day's shooting, a Yorkshire gentleman was on his way home...

As the returning hunter approached a bridge, he saw a man leaning over the rail and looking down into the river below...

A traveler with a bag! Perhaps he's tired! If he's going my way, I'll offer him a lift, because I'll be glad to have company!

The man on the bridge accepted the invitation to ride, but without a word, he climbed noiselessly into the cart and sat there in silence...

We're having some beautiful hunting weather...

After driving several miles in silence, they came to a village where the hunter pulled up outside of the inn. His companion got down and without one word of thanks, walked straight into the inn...

Who is that man who just got out of my cart?

I didn't see anyone, sir! You drove up alone, sir!

That—that's the man!

This man was found drowned two days ago in the stream close by the bridge where you thought you picked him up! They just finished the inquest as you drove up sir!

Feeling very uncomfortable, the hunter went into the inn and talked to the landlord. He described the traveler he had picked up. The landlord looked grave and took the hunter upstairs to a room where on the bed lay the man to whom he had given the lift.

Could this have really happened? The hunter has shown it is so! What do you think?

The end...
From all over the world came shouts of acclaim for the sinister-looking hunchback whose bell casting resulted in masterpieces, truly sounding like the voices of angels. The people of Dorfstadt, at the edge of the Black Forest, were proud to claim him as one of the town's leading citizens. Despite his extreme ugliness, but what was the secret ingredient that made his bells produce the most beautiful tones ever heard? For that answer, dear reader, read on...
Then it is all arranged. You will deliver the bells within the week. By the way, I understand that you have a special ingredient mixed into the bells that produces such wonderful tone. What is it?

If only he knew that the mysterious disappearance of the children of Dorstadt was my doing... and that their broken little bodies were thrown into the bubbling cauldron! But I shall take my secret to the grave!

You have performed a real service! I had not expected you to finish the bells so soon!

I had another order... to replace the bell of the town hall which was broken last month, but I decided to let them wait.

It's about time you finished with your business, Hans. Look who came while you were in the shop.

Johann Mier... my old friend! But I thought you were in Heidelberg.

I have sold my business, Hans, and I'm returning to Dorstadt to retire. My doctor tells me I have but a few more years to live.

Oh, I'm sorry to hear that, my friend!

Later in the evening. After supper...

You should not feel badly, my friend. You have lived a good life!

Ahh! But you have friends, Johann.

Yes, you are my dearest friend, Hans and for that reason I have made you my only heir. I'm quite rich, and I could never spend all my money... even in the few years I have left.

That is truly a fine gesture, good friend. Let us drink a toast to your health! A knock! Who would call at this hour?
IT IS THE BURGOMASTER. WELCOME TO MY HUMBLE ABODE.

I HAVE COME FROM A MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL. WE WISH TO KNOW WHEN YOU WILL HAVE THE BELL READY. WE HAVE BEEN WITHOUT ONE FOR A MONTH NOW.

I WILL GET TO WORK ON IT TOMORROW. I HAD A PREVIOUS COMMITMENT.

GOOD! AHH... I SEE JOHANN IS HERE. WE MET IN TOWN THIS AFTERNOON. IT'S GOOD THAT HE'S HOME AFTER THESE MANY YEARS.

AFTER THE BURGOMASTER LEFT...

IT'S STRANGE, HANS. BUT IN ALL THE YEARS WE'VE KNOWN EACH OTHER, I'VE NEVER SEEN YOUR SHOP. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE HOW BELLS ARE MADE.

BY ALL MEANS! COME! IT IS ONLY 10:30!

VERY FASCINATING! LOOK: THE CAULDRON BOILS ALREADY!

YES, IT DOESN'T TAKE LONG.

BUT WHERE AM I TO GET ANOTHER CHILD TO THROW IN? THE VILLAGE GROWS SCARCE WITH CHILDREN... AND THOSE THAT ARE LEFT ARE CAREFULLY GUARDED!

PERHAPS MIER WOULD SERVE THE PURPOSE AS WELL. I MUST FINISH THE TOWN HALL BELL SOON, AND WITH MIER AS MY SECRET INGREDIENT I WOULD ACCOMPLISH A DOUBLE PURPOSE! I WOULD INHERIT HIS MONEY!

FROM EVERYWHERE I HEAR ABOUT YOUR WONDERFUL BELL-CASTING. HANS. THEY SAY THAT YOU HAVE A SECRET INGREDIENT THAT MAKES YOUR BELLS SOUND LIKE THE VOICES OF ANGELS. WHAT IS IT THAT YOU DO?

YOU SHALL SOON SEE!

BOIL, MIER... BOIL! NOW YOU KNOW MY SECRET INGREDIENT! AND I HAVE YOUR FORTUNE! BUT I MUST PRETEND TO KNOW NOTHING... TO AVOID SUSPICION! I SHALL WAIT UNTIL YOUR DISAPPEARANCE IS REPORTED! HA! HA!
After finishing his fiendish work, Walden returned to the house...

Oh! You're still awake? Er... it's very late. Johann has already left.

That's strange. It's not like him to leave without saying good night.

Good day, Hans. I haven't come to ask of the bell, but rather of Johann Mier. He seems to have disappeared. It seems that you were the last to see him.

Yes, the same night that you were at my house, but he left soon after you.

Nervously, Walden awaited the report of Mier's disappearance. Finally, two days after the murder...

When he didn't return to his hotel room, we entered and found this among his effects. Did you know that you were his only heir?

Why, yes... but you don't think I would kill Mier for his money?

But I didn't say Mier had been killed! I only said he was missing! What makes you think he's dead?

Oh... er... it was the way you said it. I thought you were suggesting...

That night, after finishing the casting of the bell, Walden retired...

I almost made a dangerous slip today... but I don't think the burgomaster suspects anything. Yes... I'm perfectly safe!

But no sooner had the bell-maker fallen asleep than a startling thing happened...

What's that? A bell tolling! And Johann's voice! It's my bell... it's coming from the shop!

Dong Dong Dong Dong Dong Dong Dong Dong

Awaken... Hans Walden... awaken...

This cannot be! Someone in the shop is ringing the bell... but that voice...

Dong Dong Dong
IT'S STOPPED. BUT HOW COULD IT RING BY ITSELF? WAIT... THAT VOICE... IT'S JOHANN'S VOICE!

YOU WILL KNOW NO REST TILL I AM AVENGED. HANS WALDEN. I SHALL TOLL EVERY NIGHT AT 11:00 THE EXACT HOUR THAT YOU KILLED ME. UNTIL YOU ADMIT YOUR GUILT.

NO... NO! IT CAN'T BE! JOHANN IS DEAD... I'M IMAGINING IT ALL! THAT'S IT... I'M IMAGINING IT ALL!

THE NEXT DAY, ON AN IMPULSE, WALDEN DECIDED TO LOOK INTO THE POSSIBILITY OF COLLECTING HIS INHERITANCE...

JOHANN MIER WAS MY DARKEST FRIEND. I'M SURE HE MUST BE DEAD. HE WOULD NOT JUST VANISH WITHOUT TELLING ME WHERE HE WAS GOING, AND I THINK I SHOULD BE GIVEN THE MONEY!

MIER MAY VERY WELL BE DEAD... BUT WE NEED PROOF FIRST!

YOU SEE, WITHOUT PROOF, WE MUST ASSUME HE IS STILL ALIVE. ACCORDING TO GERMAN LAW, A MAN CANNOT BE CONSIDERED DEAD UNTIL TEN YEARS AFTER HIS DISAPPEARANCE... AND IT TAKES THAT LONG FOR HIS HEIRS TO COLLECT HIS MONEY!

WHAT?

TEN YEARS! I'M TRAPPED. I CANNOT TELL THEM, AND THEY WON'T GIVE ME THE MONEY... WAIT! WHAT'S THAT? THE BELL AGAIN!

I WON'T GO OUT... I WON'T LISTEN TO IT! I'LL SHUT OUT THE SOUND! OHN... HOW TERRIBLE IT SOUNDS! IT'S NOT LIKE THE OTHER BELL! IT'S PIERCING MY EAR DRUMS!
HANS WALDEN... I WILL HAUNT YOUR EVERY HOUR TILL YOU CONFESSION YOUR SINS!

THE NEXT DAY, WALDEN RESOLVED ON A PLAN...

I'LL RID MYSELF OF YOU! I'LL FINISH UP THE BELL AND HAVE IT PLACED IN THE TOWN HALL.

WILL DO NO GOOD, YOU CANNOT ESCAPE MY VENGEANCE!

LATER THAT AFTERNOON...

IT IS AS I PROMISED. IS IT NOT? THIS IS CLEARLY THE FINEST BELL I HAVE EVER CAST!

I'M SURE IT IS, AND THIS WOULD BE A HAPPIER DAY IF IT WEREN'T FOR THE DISAPPEARANCE OF DORSTADT'S CHILDREN! NO! LET THE BELL PEAL FORTH!

NO! STOP THE BELL FROM TOLLING! MY HEAD IS SPLITTING!

NO! THE BELL MUST NOT BE RUNG EXCEPT WHEN NECESSARY! RECALL! LEGEND DECREES THAT THE BELL IS ONLY TO BE TOLLED FOR A PROCLAMATION OR WHEN AN INJUSTICE HAS BEEN DONE!

NO! STOP THE BELL FROM TOLLING! MY HEAD IS SPLITTING!

NO! THE BELL MUST NOT BE RUNG EXCEPT WHEN NECESSARY! RECALL! LEGEND DECREES THAT THE BELL IS ONLY TO BE TOLLED FOR A PROCLAMATION OR WHEN AN INJUSTICE HAS BEEN DONE!

WHY CAN'T I FALL ASLEEP? I'M RID OF MIER, BUT HE SAID I CANNOT ESCAPE HIS VENGEANCE. TWO MINUTES OF 11:00. THE BELL MUST NOT RING TONIGHT!

IT'S STARTED! NO... I MUST BE IMAGINING IT! OHH, I CAN'T SHUT IT OUT... MY BRAIN IS THROBBING! I MUST STOP IT! SOMEHOW I MUST STOP IT!

MIER! STOP IT, DO YOU HEAR? WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO DO? I'LL HAVE TO STOP HIM BEFORE HE GIVES MY SECRET TO THE WHOLE TOWN!
MOST AMAZING! THE BELL TOLLS BY ITSELF, BUT WHAT A TERIBLE SOUND! IT'S LIKE THE SOUND OF DEATH!

BUT IT ISN'T POSSIBLE!

STOP IT! MAKE HIM STOP! MAKE MIER STOP TOLLING THE BELL! I CAN'T TAKE IT ANY LONGER!

MIER? WHAT HAS HE GOT TO DO WITH THE BELL TOLLING BY ITSELF? WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

IT'S MIER! HE'S DOING IT! HE'S IN THE BELL!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

I THREW HIM INTO THE BUBBLING CAULDRON... JUST LIKE I DID WITH ALL THE CHILDREN I KIDNAPPED! THAT WAS MY SECRET INGREDIENT! BUT MAKE HIM STOP... BEFORE I GO CRAZY!

AND WITH THIS CONFESSION, THE BELL SUDDENLY STOPPED TOLLING AND IT NEVER TOLLED AGAIN FOR THE VERY SOUND OF ITS TONE WAS ENOUGH TO DESTROY A MAN'S MIND! WALDEN WAS TRIED FOR HIS ATROCITIES AND SENT TO THE GALLows!

SURT-PRIZE CONTEST

WIN A CASH PRIZE FOR JUST A SHORT LETTER OF NOT MORE THAN 150 WORDS TELLING US WHICH STORY YOU LIKE BEST, 2ND BEST, 3RD BEST, AND WHY. ALSO WHICH OTHER MAGAZINES YOU READ REGULARLY.

END IT TO US POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN JANUARY 15, 1951, ALONG WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AND AGE. IN CASE OF A TIE DUPLICATE PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED. DO IT NOW!! HURRY!!

CREEPSY STORIES - 23 WEST 47 ST. N.Y. 19, N.Y.C.
MODEL FOR A MADMAN

Wild, horrible emotions surged through her mind. She was a prisoner and in the next room a girl—lay dead! Or was she dead? Ann summoned every ounce of courage she possessed, tiptoed into the small room and slowly approached the figure on the bed. Very carefully she reached out until her finger-tips touched the girl's face. Then she hurriedly drew her hand away. The flesh was cold as ice.

This girl was stone dead.

Ann's eyes widened in sheer horror. Fascinated, they swept the dead girl's body until she saw a blush mark on the left ankle. There were two more around each wrist. What did they mean? Why was this dead girl here?

LeMay coughed somewhere out in the corridor. Ann hurried back to the dressing room. No matter what happened, she must keep her head. Yet the horror of the dead girl's face haunted her, made her hands tremble. She rummaged in her suitcase, looking for some kind of a weapon. There was none, but a folded newspaper, which she hadn't as yet read, drew her eyes. There was a picture of a girl on the front page. Below it was a concise story.

Myrtle Barnes, convicted murderer, died last night in the electric chair. Early this morning her body was claimed by some relative whose exact identity was never determined.

The story went on in detail, but Ann had no desire to read further. She was trembling and a cold, unaccountable lassary gripped her. LeMay had claimed the body of an executed woman. Why? Ann's mind answered the unspoken question. LeMay painted only portraits of women who were dying or dead. He needed models—dead models—from which to work.

That was why his art was acclaimed for its grim detail. That was why Cleopatra had aroused such attention. His Mata Hari so terribly real. LeMay had painted well, loyal to the last agonizing expression on the face of history's famous women.

Ann took a firm grip on her nerves. She parted the curtains and walked out into the studio itself. LeMay was nowhere in sight. Ann listened, heard no sound of his feet and moved quietly toward the shielded corner of the room. She parted the curtains and dropped them again with a gasp of terror.

There was a half-finished portrait behind the curtain—a portrait and the set upon which the model had posed. The picture depicted a blonde woman, strapped in an electric chair with each minute line of her terror laden face brought out as if by magic.

Ann sensed, rather than heard LeMay's presence in the room behind her. She spun around, one hand near her throat, her eyes alight in horror. But LeMay was quietly seated in a chair, studying a book.

He spoke without looking up. "I'm sorry you saw that, my dear. It isn't finished and I doubt that it ever shall be. For once I was quite in error. You see, for a woman to really portray a combination of beauty and terror, she must be something of a martyr, a heroine, against a colorful background. Take this for instance." He glanced up. "Are you familiar with Le Morte d'Arthur?"

Ann could only shake her head and look vainly for an avenue of escape. LeMay quoted from the book he held.

Something in Ann's mind clicked. LeMay, a madman with only a passion for painting the death scenes of famous women, had contrived for a new idea. Her clothes—those of King Arthur's time! She was to be Elaine, the Fair Maid of Astolat. The Fair Maid who died for love of Launcelot and whose body was placed on a black barge.

"That girl"—Ann pointed toward the dressing room. "She is dead. She was electrocuted last night. I—1 read it in the papers. There's a picture of her—"

LeMay was close enough to place a hand on Ann's shoulder. It rested lightly for a moment and then the fingers clamped tightly.

"But I have done the poor girl a favor," he said suavely. "She was legally killed last night. There were no relatives. It seems she murdered all she had. Potter's Field is not a pleasant place to lie. I tried to paint her, but—it will not succeed. There is a certain harshness I cannot overcome. But in you—with such finely textured skin, eyes that can betray exquisite pain. Ah, there is something else again. You—shall be Elaine, Fair Maid of Astolat."

"No," Ann screamed.

"But think," he waved his arm, "a barge, covered in somber black with a bier upon which lies the body of Elaine, dressed in white. Her features utterly composed for she died a willing, calm death for love of Launcelot. It will be a sensation, I tell you, greater than Cleopatra. You have seen that portrait, my dear?"

Ann tried to speak, but her tongue remained frozen to the roof of her mouth.

"Come," he took her arm in a grip that made her wince. They walked through two big rooms and into a third that was inky black. LeMay left her for a moment and Ann had an urge to flee; to run for the highest part of the house if no doors were open; no windows capable of being smashed. But it would gain her nothing. If she remained cool, there might be a chance.

LeMay struck a match and its yellow glow showed up the room as hung in dismal black velvet. The only piece of furniture was a small ebony table upon
which rested two pewter cocktail glasses. LeMay pulled a cord and a section of the drapery parted. Set in a wall recess about five feet deep were tall candlesticks standing beside a full length portrait. LeMay touched the candle wicks with the match and slowly the gruesome portrait came in relief.

It was a masterpiece—but more of horror than art, although the art was astounding in itself. The central figure was a dark-haired woman, in the throes of death included by an asp which still squirmed in one hand. It was lifelike to an astonishing degree. Ann could almost hear the moans from the lips of the dying Cleopatra.

"I have been offered a fortune for it," LeMay boasted. "But sell—ah, never. Like the portrait I shall do of you—as Elaine, my dear. It will be greater than this for hers was a death of peace."

He walked over to the small table and picked up the cocktail glasses. Ann took one in each hand almost too pales to grip it. Some of the liquor spilled over the rim and ran down her forearm.

LeMay said: "To Elaine!"

Ann didn't drink. She backed away slowly and LeMay followed her. With a savage bellow he emptied his glass and hurled it from him.

"You're going to kill me," Ann cried. "You'll kill me as you killed those others. That's why they are so vivid. Your models are real. The corpses you paint are real corpses."

"So then," LeMay said very softly, "is it not fitting that an artist so great as I should select my own type of model? What is life when your portrait shall exist into eternity? What is death compared to such honor, such glory? And it will not be hard—I promise you. For Elaine must look calm and serene in death. Come. Drink the cocktail and we'll discuss this."

Ann was whiter than the dress she wore. But the glass in her hand was steady now. Faced with certain death she collected her spinning wits.

"First," she spoke quietly, "let me see the Cleopatra again—I must be certain."

He bowed with an exaggerated grin of triumph on his face. Ann walked slowly toward the portrait. Unless she could think of an avenue for escape she was doomed. Somehow, LeMay had to be distracted and the villagers summoned. But how? The candles flickered as Ann brushed against them. She peered steadily up at the great canvas and repressed the shudder that stole over her.

Suddenly she spun around. "You—murderer," she cried. "You—who murder to gain your models. The girl who posed for Cleopatra—where did you find her? In an agency, as you found me. But that girl was my sister. My sister, do you hear me? I swore I'd kill the man who murdered her."

LeMay backed away. Ann hurled the cocktail at him. He ducked and gave vent to a screech of fear. Before he could advance on her or even watch her actions, Ann pulled the velvet drapes in front of the portrait, pulled them so that one burning candle's flame licked at the dry material. Then she raced past LeMay.

He was after her in a flash, roaring now in open lunacy. She hurled every article she could find at him, screamed her condemnation of him for a killer.

But he was not to be outdone now. Cleverly he maneuvered so that she was trapped. He advanced slowly.

"Fool—you shall die anyway. But you only make it difficult. The cocktail would have been easy. I must be careful not to mark your white throat. And it must be quick, lest a spasm of agony cross your face. Elaine died peacefully. There is no escape now. No escape!"

"Behind you," Ann screamed. "Fire! The Cleopatra is afire."

LeMay whirled and his mad screech rose above the slowly growing sound of licking flames. He hurled himself into the room, emerged a second later only to cover his face and plunge back into the inferno.

Ann raced to the front door. It was locked by several bolts. She pulled them back while her heart pounded furiously. Then she had the door open. A gust of cool, fresh air surged through the house.

They found her staggering down the driveway. Two men helped her into a car. One wore a sheriff's badge—fire apparatus streaked by heading for the house.

Ann told her story, but the skepticism she had expected didn't occur. The sheriff said, "We suspected something like that. In the morning we were going up there. He stole the body of that executed woman."

"He was mad," Ann said in a tired voice. "He tried to gain fame and couldn't succeed until his warped mind fell on the idea of painting models so horribly true to life or death. It worked and he became famous. It inspired him to paint other such portraits."

"And the girl was really your sister—the one you said posed for that picture?"

Ann shook her head. "No. When I realized LeMay was mad, I hit upon that idea to confuse him, to occupy his disordered mind. I didn't want him to see me set fire to the drapes. I knew he'd forget me and risk his life to get the Cleopatra."

Ann gave a little sigh and her eyes closed. The sheriff put a brawny, fatherly arm about her.

"I'm thinking," he told the driver of the car, "that LeMay will do his next painting in the deepest part of hell. Look at that house go!"

THE END
When Bill Johnson and his bride, Anne, set out on their honeymoon, they planned a leisurely cruise through the Florida Keys, but unpredictable fate intervened in the form of a sudden tropical hurricane and the events which then took place were so strange and bizarre that few people will believe... Even Bill and Anne sometimes think of it as only an evil dream... until they remember the pearls... but here are the facts as they happened! Judge for yourself!

Oh, Bill, (cough) Help me! Hold on tight, Anne, or you'll be swept overboard!

The fierce winds drove salt spray like hail into their faces, and the giant waves threatened to capsize the launch at every instant...

I've got to keep this thing headed into the wind or we're lost for sure!

But after numbing hours of struggle, they entered the "eye" of the storm—the eerie calm at the center of the raging hurricane and there a strange sight met their eyes...

Thank goodness we're out of that for a while! Oh, look, Bill! A ship!

That's odd! It looks at least a hundred years old! Let's get a closer look!
As they neared the forlorn hulk, they could see more clearly its tattered sails and worm-eaten, rotting timbers... why, there can't be anyone aboard! It's a derelict!

Nonsense! I'll bet this ship has weathered many a storm before this one! Come on below! There's nothing much here on deck!

W-well... be sure you tie our boat good and tight!

Oh, Bill... the launch has broken loose! We'll ride out the storm on this old hulk and then head for shore! Come on aft to the wheel!

At that instant, the center of the storm passed, and the raging hurricane engulfed the ship in all its fury! The frightened couple ran out on deck!

Oh, Bill... take it easy, honey! It's tough to look at, but they've been dead a long time! They can't hurt us!

Below deck, in the crew's quarters, a ghastly sight awaited them!

I--I can't look!

Oh, Bill! It's so... so ghostly! Besides, it doesn't look safe!

Come on, Anne! I'm going to have a look! Who knows how many years this ship has been drifting? I'm going to find out what happened to the crew!

I--I'm afraid, Bill! It's so... so ghastly! Besides, it doesn't look safe!

Look at this old log book! It says this ship is the Brig "Fearless" out of Province-Town, Captain Phineas Johnson, Master! Anne, my great grandfather's name was Phineas and he was lost at sea! Do you suppose...?

But the worst was yet to come! For, as they neared the stern of the derelict...

Oh, Bill! Wh--?
FOR A HUNDRED LONG YEARS SINCE A PLAGUE CUTOFF SHORT OUR LIVES, WE HAVE DRIFTED WITH WIND AND TIDE! THIS DERELICT HOLDS THE DREADFUL SECRET OF OUR SINFUL PAST WHICH MORTAL MAN MUST NOT DISCOVER!

FOR A HUNDRED LONG YEARS SINCE A PLAGUE CUTOFF SHORT OUR LIVES, WE HAVE DRIFTED WITH WIND AND TIDE! THIS DERELICT HOLDS THE DREADFUL SECRET OF OUR SINFUL PAST WHICH MORTAL MAN MUST NOT DISCOVER!

RISE, YE ROARING WINDS AND MOUNTAINOUS SEAS! PLUCK THESE FRAYED BONES FROM OUR HOME AND BLEACH THEIR BONES ON SOME DISTANT REEF!

Bill... Help! I'm slipping!

Grab my arm! We've got to get below! It's our only chance!

Slopping, sliding through the green waves which lashed across the deck, Bill and Anne struggled to reach the companionway which led below deck! Half the time completely submerged, their progress was agonizingly slow, as the ghostly crew screeched in fiendish glee...

Suddenly, above the roar of the storm, Bill heard a rending crash! He looked up just in time to see a huge spar hurtling down at them!

Bill! The companionway! It... It's blocked!

Now, die, fools! Ha ha ha ha ha!

Look out, Anne! OHHH!

Suddenly, above the roar of the storm, Bill heard a rending crash! He looked up just in time to see a huge spar hurtling down at them!

Bill! The companionway! It... It's blocked!

But at that instant a mighty voice bellowed above the storm...

Avast there, ye mutinous dogs! It's I, Captain Phineas Johnson, who command ye! Ye cursed pack o' thieves and cutthroats who were once my crew! Stand back, or beware my wrath!

Avast there, ye mutinous dogs! It's I, Captain Phineas Johnson, who command ye! Ye cursed pack o' thieves and cutthroats who were once my crew! Stand back, or beware my wrath!

Suddenly, above the roar of the storm, Bill heard a rending crash! He looked up just in time to see a huge spar hurtling down at them!

Bill! The companionway! It... It's blocked!

Now, die, fools! Ha ha ha ha ha!

Look out, Anne! OHHH!
The startled crew sullenly withdrew, muttering curses and leering evilly, but the ghost of Captain Phineas paid them no heed...

Then it's true! This was your ship, the one that disappeared so long ago with all hands!

TRADE WAS GOOD, AND AFTER A FORTNIGHT WE WEIGHED ANCHOR WITH A FORTUNE IN PEARLS ABOARD! BUT MY SCURVY CREW, LED BY BLACK TOM LORD, PLOTTED TO GET THOSE PEARLS!

Aye, lad! In those days the brig "Fearless" was a trim craft, unlike the hulk ye see now! I was proud to be her skipper, as we dropped anchor in the harbor at Portobello with a cargo of Maine timber!

"The dogs mutinied and took my ship! They murdered the only two loyal hands and marooned me on a desolate island!"

"They had the pearls then, but they were afraid to return to port, so they hoisted the black flag and set to preying on the honest merchants!"

"Have no fear, Bill Johnson! It is I, your great-grandfather Phineas! I have returned from an uneasy grave to wreak my vengeance on this crew of murderous rogues!"

"But they weren't to last for long! For unbeknown to them the water casks were contaminated with some dread disease, which caused them high fever and great pains!"

"And before long there was no life aboard the "Fearless" save rats! Black Tom and his bloody gangs came to a dreadful and deserved end! From that day to this, the brig has drifted... undirected by human hand..."

"These are the restless spirits of Black Tom and his crew of scoundrels. The pearls for which they bargained with the devil remain hid in the hold! Come now with your bride and reclaim the wealth that is rightfully yours!"
They seem to be afraid of Captain Phineas' ghost! He can handle them.

They made their way down into the dark and mysterious hold. Into the moldy and festering bowels of the ancient derelict...

Ugh! What a terrible place! Oh... a rat! The pearls are very well hidden in a secret place! I will show you...

First, I slide open this secret wall panel...

If we ghost of old Phineas opened the secret panel! What Bill and Anne saw inside made them gasp in astonishment! For there were hundreds upon hundreds of perfect opalescent pearls, each more beautiful than the others!

Oh, Bill... how lustrous they are! They must be worth millions!

No wonder they tempted the crew to mutiny!

At that instant, the spirits of Black Tom and the mutinous crew appeared as if from nowhere!

So! Ye foolish mortals would take from us the treasure for which we sinned! No! That ye shall never do... not while this ship sails the seas! You are doomed to die with the secret you have discovered!

Even as I speak, your escape is cut off! Behold... the hatch slams shut with the rolling of the ship, and you are trapped here in this musty hold that shall become your tomb...

Oh, Bill...! We can't get out!
There is no way out! You have two choices...either die a lingering death of thirst, or...drink! Yes, drink the pollution that caused our deaths! One thing is sure...your bones will crumble to dust in the spidery slime of the bilges!

As the Captain's voice rang out like the knell of doom, there was a sudden grinding crash and sickening jar...

We must have run aground!

The lantern was knocked from Bill's hand and overturned on a pile of tar-soaked debris!

The ancient hold was transformed into a vast cauldron of writhing shapes and billowing smoke as the hungry flames consumed all in their path:

Cease your struggles, ye despicable scum! There is no escape! Burn, blast ye, and plague this earth no more...

Meanwhile, Bill and Anne ran to the forward part of the ship where they found a huge gap through which the sea was pouring. They managed to make their way out of the doomed ship...

We're free! Swim for shore, honey! Luckily, it isn't far!

You are mistaken. Black Tom, lord! Ye shall not foil me a second time! The hour of my revenge is at hand, for which I have waited long! I curse you and your mutinous crew of spirits! This night the timbers of this once proud ship shall find permanent rest, and you shall be destroyed by fire!
At last. safely on shore. they stood in awe and watched the fire burn itself out as the last horrible screams of the crew were stilled... 

What a nightmare! Bill, what do you suppose became of Captain Phineas? I don't know Anne, but it's a cinch he will have a better fate than that crew of murderers! I imagine his spirit is at peace now. while Black Tom went on to something far worse... 

As they approached the scene... 

Well, there's the wreck of the "Fearless"! It ran ashore and burned three days ago... we were lucky to get out alive! But maybe we can find the pearls, if they weren't destroyed by the fire! The tide is out and we can board her! 

Well, young man. I don't know anything about any pearls. But I reckon your experience in the hurricane has left ye a little weak in the head! That old wreck has been here since before my grandfather was born! 

Yes, why it can't be... W-were on this ship! It was a derelict and there were... You'd better not say anything about ghosts, Bill, or he really will think we're crazy! 

But to the old man's astonishment, Bill led him to the secret sliding panel in the depths of the ship... 

There! What do you think now, old man? Do you believe our story or not? I--I don't know! I tell you this wreck has been here for nearly a century, and yet you say... come on, young feller, let's move these chests! the sooner I get off this old hulk the better I'll feel! 

After a while, the weary couple set out along the coast in search of help! They walked all that night and at dawn they came upon a little fishing village! Half-starved and exhausted, they were taken in by an old fisherman! They rested at his hut for several days, and then persuaded him and some other folk from the village to accompany them to the wrecked ship in search of the pearls! The town's folk were somewhat dubious about "fortune in pearls," but, curious as to the wreck, they went along! 

...The End...
WHICH WILL YOU HAVE?

For some reason, the goose egg stands for zero . . . nothing.

The nest egg, however, stands for a tidy sum of money, set aside for your own or your children's future.

It's hardly necessary to ask you which you'd prefer.

But it is necessary to ask yourself what you are doing to make sure you don't end up with a goose egg instead of a nest egg ten years from now.

The simple, easy, and obvious thing to do is to buy U. S. Savings Bonds.

Buy them regularly, automatically, on a plan that pays for them out of the month-to-month income you make today.

Millions of Americans have adopted this practically painless way to save up a nice nest egg for the needs and wants of the future.

In 10 years they get back $40 for every $30 invested in U. S. Savings Bonds—bonds as safe and solid as the Statue of Liberty.

There's a special Savings Bond Plan for you. Ask your employer or banker about it today . . . and get started now.

You'll soon realize it's one of the most important and comforting things you ever did!

Automatic saving is sure saving—U. S. Savings Bonds

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.
REDUCE KEEP SLIM AT HOME WITH RELAXING, SOOTHING MASSAGE!

ELECTRIC SPOT REDUCER

TAKE POUNDS OFF—KEEP SLIM AND TRIM

TAKE OFF UGLY FAT!

Don't Stay FAT—You Can LOSE POUNDS and INCHES SAFELY

For greatest benefit in reducing by massage use spot REDUCER with or without electricity—Also used as an aid in the relief of pains for which massage is indicated.

Take pounds off—keep slim and trim with Spot Reducer! Remarkable new invention which uses one of the most effective reducing methods employed by masseurs and Turkish baths—MASSAGE!

With the SPOT REDUCER you can now enjoy the benefits of RELAXING, SOOTHING massage in the privacy of your own home! Simple to use—just plug in, grasp handle and apply over most any port of the body—stomach, hips, chest, neck, thighs, arms, buttocks, etc. The relaxing, soothing massage breaks down FATTY TISSUES, tones the muscles and flushes, and the increased awakened blood circulation carries away waste fat—helps you regain and keep a firmer and more graceful figure!

YOUR OWN PRIVATE MASSEUR AT HOME

When you use the Spot Reducer, it's almost like having your own private masseur at home. It's fun reducing this way! It not only helps you reduce and keep slim—but also aids in the relief of those types of aches and pains—and tired nerves that can be helped by massage!

The Spot Reducer is handsomely made of light weight aluminum and rubber and truly a beautiful invention you will be thankful you own. AC 110 volts.

ORDER IT TODAY!

Try the SPOT REDUCER 10 DAYS FREE IN YOUR OWN HOME!

Mail this coupon with only $1 for your Spot Reducer on approval. Pay postman $8.95 plus delivery—or send $9.95 (full price) and we ship postage prepaid. Use it for ten days in your own home. Then if not delighted return Spot Reducer for full purchase price refund. Don't delay! You have nothing to lose—except ugly, embarrassing, undesirable pounds of FAT. MAIL COUPON now!

ALSO USE IT FOR ACHES AND PAINS

Can't Sleep:
Relax with electric Spot Reducer. See how soothing its gentle massage can be. Helps you sleep when massage can be of benefit.

Muscular Aches:
A handy helper for transient relief of discomforts that can be aided by gentle, relaxing massage.

Used by Experts:
Thousands have last weight this way—in hips, abdomen, legs, arms, necks, buttocks, etc. The same method used by stage, screen and radio personalities and leading reducing salons. The Spot Reducer can be used in your spare time, in the privacy of your own room.

ORDER IT TODAY!

Mail this coupon with only $1 for your Spot Reducer on approval. Pay postman $8.95 plus delivery—or send $9.95 (full price) and we ship postage prepaid. Use it for ten days in your own home. Then if not delighted return Spot Reducer for full purchase price refund. Don't delay! You have nothing to lose—except ugly, embarrassing, undesirable pounds of FAT. MAIL COUPON now!

SPOT REDUCER CO., Dept. E-247
1025 Broad St., Newark, New Jersey

Please send me the Spot Reducer for 10 days trial period. I enclose $1, upon arrival I will pay postman only $8.95 plus postage and handling. If not delighted I may return SPOT REDUCER within 10 days for prompt refund of full purchase price.

Name __________________________

Address ________________________

City ____________________________ State ________